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I	guess	that	makes	sense	since	a	DnD	world	isn't	our	world,	but	it	just	doesn't	click	for	me.	0	media	|	5	replies	No	title	What	are	mermaids	like	in	your	setting?	Optional	rules	allow	you	to	emulate	different	genres	with	a	single	system,	even	switching	genres	within	a	single	game.	Probably	more	than	you	could	comprehend!	It	will	also	be	scary	and	you
will	be	tortured	in	other	ways.	1	media	|	12	replies	Help	me	design	my	armies	/v/	agdg	here,	I	need	some	help	designing	my	game	empires.How	do	I	make	a	fictional	empire	for	my	games	that	is	basically	a	parody	of	everything	/pol/	beliefs	and	another	parody	of	/lefties/	and	keep	them	as	enemy	factions	in	my	games,	that	just	happens	to	not	be	totally
on	the	nose	to	avoid	being	canceled	by	americans	on	twitter	and	get	my	dev	account	canceled	and	myself	doxed	by	retards.Has	to	be	subtle	but	obviously	those	two	factions	without	being	too	on	the	nose.I	was	thinking	of	making	the	pol	faction	into	a	copy	of	starship	troopers	and	Imperial	guards	from	40k,	but	dunno	bout	the	lefty	empire,	maybe	try	to
model	it	based	on	the	rebel	army	on	star	wars	and	also	bring	stuff	from	star	trek?I	want	to	make	them	sci	fi	armies,	but	keep	them	more	like	steam	punky	like	first	industrial	revolution	empires	and	like	first	world	war	trench	stuff.But	at	the	same	time	I	want	to	make	them	realistically	possible	in	a	classic	anime	isekai	medieval	like	setting,	because	my
other	characters	in	my	other	stories	and	lore	tend	to	have	the	technology	of	jrpgs	and	isekais.	9	media	|	69	replies	No	title	Why	does	everyone	hate	the	T'au?In	your	opinion,	what's	the	best	race	in	Warhammer	40k?	The	Arisen	serve	the	Judges	of	Duat,	but	there	are	many	Judges	that	can	appeal	to	different	types	of	players,	and	these	Judges	give
plenty	of	autonomy.	28	media	|	250	replies	Mummy	I	had	a	look	at	Mummy:	The	Curse	2e	for	the	first	time	earlier.	61	media	|	305	replies	What’s	the	afterlife	in	your	setting	like?	10	media	|	46	replies	No	title	How	would	you	fix	it?	I	have	them	in	one	long	list	in	a	.rtf	right	now,	divided	by	continent.	46	media	|	284	replies	No	title	What	advantages
should	be	afford	to	child	characters?	>imperfectly	created	man	out	of	dirt	as	a	bootleg	imitation	of	humanity's	existence>has	a	name	inscribed	on	it	somewhere	as	a	safeguard	(erasing/changing	it	can	kill	the	golem/change	its	purpose)>no	vital	organs	to	damage,	can	only	be	killed	by	sheer	attrition	or	incredible	force>associated	with	clerics	rather
than	the	occult,	might	be	a	big	part	of	The	Church	in	whatever	setting	you	add	them	to.You	could	also	make	them	nastier	by	jamming	stuff	in	their	clay	tissues	or	putting	armor	plating	on	them.	5/6:	8/12-	Shaman	King	TTD	and	TB+:	8/19Release	Schedule	(Weiss):-	F/GO	THE	MOVIE	Divine	Realm	of	the	Round	Table:	Camelot	BP:	6/17-	DanMachi	TD+
and	BP:	7/15-	Tokyo	Revengers	TD+	and	BP:	7/29-	The	Quintessential	Quintuplets	2	BP:	8/12-	Attack	on	Titan	Final	Season	TD+,	BP,	and	Supply	Set:	8/26-	Attack	on	Titan	Vol.1	and	2	BP	Reprint:	8/26	(?)Release	Schedule	(Rebirth	for	You	JP):-	Blue	Archive	BP:	5/20-	Kagi	Nado:	5/27	(TD),	7/1	(BP)-	NJPW	Vol.2:	7/16	(TD),	9/17	(DP)-	Yuru	Camp	TD	and
BP:	8/12-	Hochi	Shoujo	TD	and	BP:	10/7-	Genshin	Impact:	TBA	until	the	end	of	time	lolRelease	Schedule	(Shadowverse	EVOLVE	JP)-	Darksilver	Bahamut	6/17Vanguard	ZERO	News	/	Events:-	Box:	Transcension	of	Blade	and	Blossom	(EN)	/	Absolute	Judgment	(JP)-	EN	Rank	Fight:	"Explosive	Rush"	(Victor	SP)	until	5/15	23:59	PDT-	Imaginary	Tower
"Keter	Sanctuary"	until	5/18	23:59	PDTPrevious	Thread:	>>84368099	14	media	|	69	replies	/btg/	BattleTech	General	The	/btg/	is	dead!	Long	live	the	/btg/!Mother	of	Zellbrigen	editionLast	Thread:	>>84536331==================================>BattleTech	Introductory	Info	and	PDFs	of	the	major	factions?
//bg.battletech.com/universe/the-clans/	Sarna.net	-	BattleTech	Wiki	Who	uses	what	BattleMechs?	Xotl's	Faction	Random	Access	Tables	(June	2021	update)	com/fejwk5f2Unit	Design	Software	Options>SSW	Mech	Designer	SSW	GitHub	Updates	MegaMek	Lab	Megamek	-	computer	version	of	BT.	Eighty	three	fucking	quid?	Am	I	missing	anything?	Thus,
right	from	the	outset,	Mummy:	The	Curse's	gimmick	is	that	the	PCs	are	ancient	ones,	adjusting	to	life	in	a	world	quite	different	from	the	first	civilization.Day-to-day	adventures	as	Arisen	are	one	part	Sidereal	Exalted,	one	part	Vampire,	one	part	Geist,	and	one	part	Hunter.	55	media	|	337	replies	No	title	Is	Never	Going	Home	worth	trying?	Youse're
playin'	Two-Up.	3	media	|	22	replies	No	title	Space	marines	comb	their	hair.	I	have	been	interested	in	40k	for	a	couple	years	and	finally	decided	to	actually	start	a	tabletop	army.	0	media	|	2	replies	Here	it	is...	23	media	|	178	replies	/wfg/	-	Warhammer	Fantasy	General	tfw	no	shy	morrite	priestess	gf	to	tell	me	my	doom	edition>Resources	(Rules,	lore,
and	Warhammer	Fantasy	Roleplay):WFB:	Warhammer	Wikis:	//whfb.lexicanum.com/wiki/Main_Page>Alternative	Models	(WiP):	Warhammer	Video	Games:	Thread:	>>84508811	78	media	|	305	replies	/GURPSGEN/	GURPS	General	Previous	Thread	>>84413387GURPS	is	a	modular,	adaptable	system,	capable	of	running	a	wide	range	of	characters,
settings,	and	play	styles	with	level	of	detail	varying	from	lightweight	to	completely	autistic.	Do	they	just	like	the	view?Anyways	wizard	tower	thread	I	guess.	What	would	be	some	original	ideas,	inspirations	and	literary	sources	for	such	a	campaign?	7	media	|	23	replies	No	title	It's	been	a	hot	minute	-	filename	thread	go!	121	media	|	239	replies	No	title
Going	to	run	some	Lancer	for	a	few	friends	online	for	the	first	time.	Skirmishers	welcome.	Hey	teegee!	I'm	currently	working	on	fleshing	out	my	setting,	and	have	a	list	of	~220	countries/kingdoms/empires/etc.	71	media	|	209	replies	No	title	if	you	could	only	be	one	role	in	ttrpgs	would	you	prefer	gming	or	being	a	player?	Is	this	too	much	downtime	to
give?	2	media	|	28	replies	What	are	some	original	fantasy	races	that	aren't	overdone	to	death?	Are	they	really	gateway	drugs?>Presentation	first:	when	production	value	surpasses	gameplay.	I've	been	thinking	about	a	setting	where	androids	are	humans	who	have	had	their	brains	scooped	and	their	neurons	stored	in	artificial	brains	due	to	the	inability
to	replicate	the	brain's	function	but	also	to	preserve	one's	consciousness	instead	of	making	a	cloneHowever	most	of	the	time	this	is	hardly	known	about	and	most	assume	that	androids	are	simply	robots	built	to	replicate	human	appearances/functionality	when	there	is	a	conspiracy	involving	brainwashing	and	memory	wiping	of	these	individuals	to	be
shipped	as	androids	for	whatever	purpose	the	buyer	desires	4	media	|	16	replies	No	title	Gather	round,	folks.	6	media	|	53	replies	6	Word	Prompts	These	are	always	fun.	Looking	at	their	catalogue,	it’s	all	just	soulless	licensed	video	game	adaptions…Is	Steamforged	as	bad	as	I	think	it	is?	that	need	proper	fleshing.	When	the	survivors	of	Sotha	and	then
Miral	managed	to	finally	cleanly	escape	into	space	with	a	mixed	group	of	Navy	ships	and	mass	conveyor	type	ships,	they	resolved	to	start	recruiting	wherever	they	could	(plus	whoever	they	could	breed	on	their	own)	and	slowly	started	helping	the	Scythes	out	where	they	could,	eventually	effectively	ending	up	as	not-quite-lackeys	to	the	Primaris
chapter.	4	media	|	47	replies	Game	Finder	Thread	/	Game	Finder	General	>Player	or	GM>Systems	preferred>Times	available>Methods/tools>Tone/Theme	Preferred>Contact	info>Other	notes	9	media	|	62	replies	Useful	media	What	sort	of	youtubers	do	you	source	ideas	and	material	from	/tg/?	43	media	|	172	replies	No	title	How	do	you	like	your
vampires?	Positive	energy	and	negative	energy	are	no	more	evil	than	the	concepts	of	growth	and	entropy.	Post	them	here.	13	media	|	14	replies	/ccg/	Custom	Card	General	/cct/	Nightmare	edition!>To	make	cards,	download	MSE	for	free	from	here:	OR>Mobile	users	might	have	an	easier	time	signing	up	here:	Stitch	cards	together	with	Hi-Res	MSE
Templates	Mechanics	doc	(For	the	making	of	color	pie	appropriate	cards)	Pie	mechanics	Read	this	before	you	post	cards	for	the	first	time,	or	as	a	refresher	for	returning	cardmakers	Design	articles	by	Wizards	Primer:	NWO	and	Redflagging	Q:	Can	there	be	a	sixth	color?A:	Q:	What's	the	difference	between	multicolor	and	hybrid?A:	Q:	What	is
precedence?A:	Q:	How	can	I	proxy	my	cards	for	testing?A:	//	>Art	sources	//cgsociety.org/	//grognard.booru.org/	//www.deviantart.com/>/ccg/	sets	thread:>>84401361	4	media	|	4	replies	No	title	This	is	my	party.	Anyone	you	all	find	useful?	26	media	|	71	replies	Roll20	Shitposts	Show	me	the	worst	you've	found	in	Roll20	LFG,	both	advertisements	for
games	and	applicants.	How	do	I	find	a	group?Roll20	and	the	Game	Finder	General	here	on	/tg/.	Construction?	Just	sign	right	here."	10	media	|	51	replies	Have	this	fucker	showed	anywhere	during	the	Heresy?	15	media	|	29	replies	No	title	There	is	nothing	wrong	with	having	varied	parties.	The	Negative	Energy	Plane	itself	can	spawn	and	sustain
strange	life	from	negative	energy,	like	xeg-yi	energons	and	trillochs,	but	other	planes	were	never	meant	to	withstand	this	twisting	of	cosmic	energies.On	the	bright	side,	this	is	the	sort	of	evil	that	matters	only	on	the	grandest	scale.	Got	a	cool	setting	but	are	unable	to	find	a	system	to	run	it?	Ratmen?	25	media	|	103	replies	Lewd	RPG	General	Previous
Thread	>>84371279This	thread	is	for	the	creation	and	discussion	of	Lewd	RPGs,	which	includes	Solo	Rpgs,	Homebrews	and	Concise	Greentexts.An	explanation	for	what	Solo	RPGs	are	and	how	they	work	can	be	easily	found	on	Google	or	Youtube.Use	the	4ChanX	browser	extension	for	DEAD	links	or	feed	the	post	number	into	an	archive	site>Popular
Lewd	Solo	GamesLabyrinthus:	Attack:	Frameworks	for	Maptool:	Greentexts	Folder.	Is	there	less	magical	interference	up	there?	0	media	|	10	replies	/40krpg/	-	Warhammer	40k	RPG	General	A	light	in	the	dark	edition>All	FFG	40kRPG	Books	Bestiary,	armoury,	weapon	quality	and	NPC	database	Offline	Combined	Armory	(v6.48.161023)	Curated
youtube	playlists	your	maps	look	just	like	FFGs	map+making.rar>Wrath	and	Glory	errata	(2021):	FFG	Forum	Archive:	Homebrew	Collection	(May	2022)	Rogue	Trader	Shipbuilder	Question:	Does	your	group	have	a	designated	leader,	i.e.	the	Interrogator	of	your	Inquisitor	or	a	Brother-Sergeant,	who	makes	decisions,	or	do	you	decide	together?	21
media	|	302	replies	No	title	>go	into	a	tavern	because	that's	where	community	boards	are>	The	only	postings	are	wanted	posters	of	two	of	my	party	members	and	an	advertisement	for	a	carnival>I	can't	take	the	postersWhat	do?	Discussions	for	the	Kill	Team	should	go	there.>We	are	working	on	a	mega	archive	with	the	rulebooks	for	the	boxed	and
specialist	games	(don't	share).rebrandly/gwsg>Drop	any	missing	files	you	might	have	here:rebrandly/gwsg-drop>Current	MESBG	rules:>you	know	what	to	put/folder/yDBmCRRK#kI26Bcw-9vgxOnQICVbpsA>Old	links:	anything?	What	will	it	look	like,	feel	like,	etc?	How	To	be	a	GURPS	GM	is	a	good	read	even	for	players.	It	tells	you	what	extra	books
and	articles	you	may	find	useful	for	many	common	genres.	Here,	we	start	games,	tell	campaign	stories,	share	resources	&	assets,	and	seek	advice	for	our	games	and	homebrew.Assorted	Mecha	Goodness:	keep	Battletech	discussion	to	a	minimum	for	the	sake	of	other	Mecha	RPGs.	It	has	its	own	general.Previous	Thread:	Welcome	to	Mecha	Monday!
Here,	we	dedicate	ourselves	to	mecha	RPGs,	war	games,	and	board	games	alike.	I	say	much	faster	healing	compared	to	adults.	18	media	|	100	replies	Gods	and	Divines	What	are	some	cool	and	unique	gods,	or	godlike	beings,	you've	come	up	with	for	your	games?(Wanna	try	and	run	a	game	of	Godbound	where	players	are	mortals	who	sheme	to	steal
the	divinity	of	gods,	in	a	setting	with	a	large	Indo-european	style	pantheon,	and	wanna	steal	some	ideas	instead	of	coming	up	with	100+	gods	and	demigods)	83	media	|	209	replies	Anon	played	warhammer	>	Ripped	the	rules	offline	(online?	If	you	haven't	read	it,	we	will	know.STEP	1:Please	exhibit	good	manners.	Preferably	monsters	40	media	|	162
replies	/gwsg/	Games	Workshop	Specialist	Games	General	>Previous:	>>84469524Blood	Bowl,	Necromunda,	Middle-Earth	Strategy	Battle	Game,	Warcry,	Epic,	Warmaster,	Underworlds,	Aeronautica,	Mordheim,	Titanicus,	Battlefleet	Gothic,	Man-o-War,	Warhammer	Quest,	and	any	other	GW	system	and	boardgame	are	welcome.There	is	currently	a
Kill	Team	General	>>>/tg/ktg.	11	media	|	73	replies	The	Guys	with	the	Guns	You	live	in	a	fantasy	world,	you're	the	faction	that	somehow	has	guns	when	the	average	soldier	is	swinging	a	sword.	Images,	Raws,	possibly	translations.	Tired	of	5E?	19	media	|	48	replies	Meiji	Japan	Pitch	fun	ideas	for	a	Meiji	Japan	setting.	One	of	the	strongest	powers	a
Cleric	should	be	able	to	wield	is	the	ability	to	rouse	huge	masses	of	people	into	serving	a	divine	cause,	calling	upon	his	own	private	Crusade	against	whatever	enemy	stands	in	his	way.	2	media	|	15	replies	Towers	Why	do	wizards	hang	out	in	towers?	edition>Previously	in	the	Mortal	Realms:>>84538502	>Official	AoS	website	>Downloads;	Rules
Errata	and	FAQs:	//www.warhammer-community.com/faqs/>AoS	BattletomesNever	again.>Toolswarhammer-community.com/warscroll-builder/warhammer-community.com/2017/09/26/make-your-own-free-city-the-easy-way-sep26gw-homepage-post-4/	Anvil	of	Apotheosis	hero	creator	TQPost	some	weird	shit	from	obscure	art.	This	means	between
major	missions	they	have	~6-12	months	of	downtime.	Is	this	the	fate	of	the	universe,	a	random	disaster,	or	both?	What	makes	them	unique?	They	were	revealed	to	me	in	a	dream.They	eat	malign	spirits	and	demons,	and	have	to	do	it	at	least	once	a	month	or	they	start	to	starve.	In	mine,	they	are	just	mysterious	beings	that	have	to	be	invoked	from
other	planes/dimensions	in	order	to	physically	exist	in	our	world.	A	cosmic-scale	evil.Is	there	a	circumstance	when	necromantic	animation	is	not	a	cosmic-scale	evil?	The	Arisen	build	cults	and	wider	organizations	to	try	to	steer	humanity	in	a	productive	direction,	but	some	mummies	are	more	megalomaniacal	about	this	than	others,	so	heroic	Arisen	pit
their	own	cults	against	these	"bad	guy"	Arisen	cults.(Continued.)	15	media	|	63	replies	/3dpg/	-	3d	Printing	General	This	is	a	general	for	everything	3D	printed	relating	to	/tg/	from	sci-fi,	fantasy,	historicals,	fantasy	football,	and	more!	Share	your	printed	minis,	terrain,	print	fails,	3d	modeling,	printing	advice,	works	in	progress,	or	anything	else	/tg/-
related	to	3D	printing.>DO:-	Post	pics	of	your	prints	be	they	fails	or	triumphs-	Keep	your	prints	and	files	about	tabletop	games	only-	Encrypt	file	links-	Use	Passwords-	Post	your	resin/printer/settings	for	faster	advice-	Help	your	fellow	anons	with	advice>TRY	TO:-	Not	make	a	new	thread	until	old	one	dies-	Not	encourage	namefags,	tripfags	and
coomers-	Not	spoonfeed	newfags-	Not	encrypt	links	to	websites-	Not	discuss	encryption/passwords	-	Keep	your	model	pics	naked	(no	paint/undercoat	only)-	Look	after	small	artists/studios-	Buy	something	from	or	tip	an	artist/studio	you	like-	Read	the	last	3	threads	before	posting>FAQ	(If	you	only	read	one	thing	in	the	OP	make	it	this)	Resources	(last
updated	05	NOV	21)	GuidesFDM	Troubleshooter:	Troubleshooter:	Safety:	Buying:	//youtu.be/koMNXvSlpSs	//youtu.be/xS7h_5di3Tc	//youtu.be/xw_ClxnJ1_U	//youtu.be/bWUfshO17b8	Last	3	Threads>>84456323>>84389639>>84317838	59	media	|	298	replies	Root:	A	Game	of	Woodland	Might	and	Right	What	makes	this	game	so	fucking	good?	Hehe.
The	intention	is	for	the	system	to	be	a	highly	flexible	narrative	system,	adaptable	to	most	any	conceivable	setting	and	premise.	//edge-studio.net/((LATEST	NEWS))>"Twilight	Imperium:	Embers	of	the	Imperium,"	a	new	space	opera	splat	based	on	Twilight	Imperium,	is	set	to	launch	Q2	2022	//edge-studio.net/news-embers-of-the-imperium/	Where	can	I
find	the	books?Check	the	Online	Extras	pastebin	below	for	something	useless.	Let's	see	what	funny	stuff	is	out	there,	last	thread	had	a	lot	of	good	ones.	If	you're	still	somewhere	around	here,	I	am	jealous.Dungeon	map	thread.	As	an	example,	when	they	saw	a	warg	thief	being	stoned,	the	majority	hobgoblin	party	joined	in,	where	if	they'd	been	human
there's	no	doubt	in	my	mind	they	would've	intervened.	Basically	the	party	is	hired	for	various	jobs,	one	of	the	main	one	being	setting	up	portals	to	connect	together	a	string	of	bases.	Not	sure	on	it.	21	media	|	123	replies	/hhg/	&	/atg/	Horus	Heresy	&	Adeptus	Titanicus	General	Awoo	editionPrevious	Heresy	>>84532517『Horus	Heresy』>Official
Website	Official	FAQ/Errata/Downloads	(Exemplary	Battles):	//www.warhammer-community.com/downloads/#the-horus-heresy>Thread	FAQ	(very	old,	remembers	Age	of	Terra)	Thread	FAQ	(suggestion)	30k	TACTICA	&	TIPS	//1d4chan.org/wiki/Category:Warhammer_Tactics/30k>Rules	and
supplementsmeganzfolder/3wwGVTjZ#zwjoK0nSZ2Kzin6mJ0dV1wmeganzfolderyM1yWIba#ETw9ELPJmEScSrM9WwjRCw『Adeptus	Titanicus』>Rules	and	supplementsmeganzfolder/Csgk2ZTR#3vRK4eXP5ovbyM_TSL0tWA>List	of	Titan	Legions	with	Badges	and	Colours	More	lists	What	size	magnets	do	I	need?5x1mm>Tactics	homemade	missions:
36	media	|	239	replies	No	title	I've	never	had	a	tabletop	campaign	last	more	than	5	levels.For	those	who've	gone	the	full	1-20	spectrum	(or	the	min-max	level	equivalent	for	a	non-D&D	game),	how	was	it?	The	core	book	is	the	only	mandatory	book.>Do	I	have	to	buy	the	fancy	dice	to	play	the	game?Only	if	you	want	physical	dice	to	roll.	Or	at	least	the
first	Black	Crusades?It	seems	like	this	faggot	was	dropped	on	us	by	GW	to	be	a	new	character,	but	nobody	heard	bout	him	before	Cadia	fell...	Rules	designers	welcome.>Examples	of	games	that	qualify	Warzone,	Mighty	Armies,	Warmachine	&	Hordes,	Dragon	Rampant,	Oathamark,	Mortal	Gods,	Kings	of	War,	Deadzone,	Warpath,	Frost/Stargrave,
Hordes	of	the	Things,	Conquest,	Songs	of	Blades	and	Heroes,	Dark	Age,	Beyond	the	Gates	of	Antares.	Authors	often	have	comments	that	explain	their	deck	strategy	and	card	choices.	>CARD	SEARCH	>Proxy	a	deck	or	a	cube	for	cheap	>how	to	proxy	using	any	printer	Thread	Question:Which	set/block	has	the	best	legends?	And	no,	using	your	powers
for	good	can	not	buy	you	a	ticket	out.So	do	you	still	want	some	magic	power?	How	do	you	need	to	fight	in	this	fantastical	context?I	ask	because	I	don't	know	jack	shit	about	actual	tactics	and	building	Kharadrons	got	me	thinking.	19	media	|	47	replies	How	to	balance	powers/magic	What	powers,	superpowers,	or	magic	do	you	have	in	your	setting	and
what	weakness	you	put	on	them?	A	genre	guide	can	be	found	in	the	archive,	under	Unofficial	>	GURPSgen.	Did	you	save	a	princess?	Bonus	points	for	pitching	one	on	the	spot	30	media	|	77	replies	/osrg/	—	Old	School	Renaissance	General	Welcome	to	the	Old	School	Renaissance	General,	the	thread	dedicated	to	TSR-era	D&D,	derived	systems,	and
compatible	content.Broadly,	OSR	games	encourage	a	tonal	and	mechanical	fidelity	to	Dungeons	&	Dragons	as	played	in	the	game's	first	decade	–	less	emphasis	on	linear	adventures	and	overarching	meta-plots	and	a	greater	emphasis	on	player	agency.If	you	are	new	to	the	OSR,	welcome!	Ask	us	whatever	you're	curious	about.	105	media	|	264	replies
No	title	I	never	see	anyone	talking	about	the	hero	system,	what	do	you	guys	think	of	it?	20	media	|	60	replies	/msg/	#6	-	Magic	system	general	Dread	Powers	of	the	Cosmos	EditionRemember,	please	avoid	derailing	the	thread	on	arguments	about	whether	or	not	Sanderson	is	good	or	not,	or	if	magic	that	is	understood	well	in-setting	should	"be"
considered	magic	or	not,	etc.	5	media	|	17	replies	A	good	system	for	low-magic	gritty	fantasy	games	No	GURPS,	no	Warhammer.I've	looked	at	Shadow	of	the	Demon	Lord,	but	a	lot	of	mechanics	seem	tied	to	the	setting,	and	it	looks	magic-heavy.	Fuck	yeah.	Simply	request.>TQfavorite	model	with	horrendous,	prohibitively	bad	rules?	This	is	a	direct
perversion	of	what	negative	energy	is:	the	raw	stuff	of	death,	decay,	and	entropy.	/tg/	media	threadStarting	off	with	a	classic	5	media	|	37	replies	PDF	Share	Thread	It's	Da	PDF	Share	Thread!Get	ready	to	stuff	your	hard	drive	like	a	cosplay	hooker	at	a	con!STEP	0:TQWith	Xros	Encounter	reveals	winding	down,	what	are	you	hoping	to	see	in	Dragon's
Roar	or	BT11?	30	media	|	134	replies	No	title	Would	Amphibia	make	a	good	role	playing	game?	Should	I	place	any	limits	on	what	they	can	do	during	the	downtime?	Necromancy	is	just	the	manipulation	of	life	and	death.	How	do	people	feel	about	this,	if	they	even	know?	More	posts	wasted	on	being	rude	means	fewer	posts	available	for	sharing.STEP
2:Request,	share,	stay	awesome!Previous	thread:>>84473869More	threads:	20share/	33	media	|	169	replies	No	title	>DM	gets	mad	at	the	party	for	taking	more	than	5	minutes	to	plan	15	media	|	112	replies	/twgg/	-	TowerGirls	CYOA	General	Sir	Knight	Dash	EditionDiscussion	of	the	Towergirls	CYOA,	RPG,	Setting,	or	Video	Games	welcome
here!Everyone	is	welcome.FAQ	Main	Gens:	Charts:	Quests:	Costumes:	s	Fusions:	V4	Gen:	s	V4+Chibi	Gen:	World	Map:	Writeups:	Booru	(Fan	Art	Collection)	-	Booru	-	Fonts,	and	Templates	-	Wiki	-	Containing	Artwork	-	&	Tabletop	Rulebooks:	//toweradventurers.tumblr.com/Quests:	(Eversor)Where	do	I	upload	to	share?	you'd	like	access	to	the	discord
or	have	anything	you	wish	to	talk	about	privately	involving	towergirls,	editing,	etc,	please	contact	Brumus	here:A)	[email	protected]B)	"Tired	Knight"	on	SteamDon't	forget	to	check	the	other	Tower	girl	threads	on	other	boards;>>>/ic/6003626Previous	Thread:>>84138629	69	media	|	191	replies	magic	the	gathering	general	/mtg/	>Bans	Spoilers
//mythicspoiler.com/>What	is	EDH?	(embed)CONSTRUCTED	RESOURCES>Current	meta,	complete	with	deck	list	//www.mtggoldfish.com/metagame/	Build	and	share	casual	decks	//tappedout.net/CUBE	RESOURCES>Build	and	share	cubes	//cubecobra.com/landingCARD	RESOURCES>Search	engines	//scryfall.com/	Proxy	a	deck	or	a	cube	for	cheap
//pastebin.com/9Xj1xLdM	(embed)>Play	online	for	freeuntap.in	Previous>>84510065	(Cross-thread)>TQwhat	card	make	pp	hard?	They	traveled	down	to	Duat	in	mind	and	soul,	and	made	their	case	before	the	old	gods	known	as	the	Judges	of	Duat;	millennia	later,	they	awoke	in	a	new	body,	in	one	of	the	tombs	that	the	Nameless	Empire	had	scattered
across	the	world.	27	media	|	207	replies	No	title	Mods	are	asleep,	post	paladins.	If	magic,	the	mage	has	to	know	this	and	do	the	calculations	before	preparing	the	spell.Laser	eye	beam:	Very	dangerous	and	high	chance	to	miss	because	the	eyes	are	constantly	twitching	around.	26	media	|	106	replies	/RQG/	Runequest/Glorantha/BRP	General	-	"Lord
Death	On	A	Horse"	edition	>The	general	that's	too	angry	for	diplomacyLast	Thread;	>>84450136>Lore	Links	//glorantha.steff.in/digests/Give	us	your	BRP,	Mythras	and	Heroquest	gack	too,	and	nobody	has	to	get	hurt.	30	media	|	140	replies	/mechm/-Mecha	Monday	Metal	Abs	EditionWelcome	to	Mecha	Monday!	Here,	we	dedicate	ourselves	to	mecha
RPGs,	war	games,	and	board	games	alike.	We'll	be	happy	to	help	you	get	started	on	this	playstyle.>Troves,	Resources,	Blogs,	etc:	Need	a	starter	dungeon?	Transportation?	Suggesting	several	concepts	for	artists	to	choose	from	counts	as	making	multiple	requests.•	If	you're	unsatisfied	with	your	completed	request,	please	wait	at	least	one	week	before
you	re-request.	The	OPs	of	the	previous	threads	also	included	the	following	link,	so	if	you	missed	it,	here	you	go:	Thread:	>>84095814>What	magic	is	going	to	end	your	campaign	setting,	and	why?	Where	does	this	neglectful	treatment	come	from	and	how	could	you	make	a	pirate	setting	interesting?	6	media	|	25	replies	Jumpchain	CYOA	Thread
#5072:	Big	Weapon	Edition	>Brutus'	Drive	Drive	IRC	Chat	to	Jumpchain	Last	Thread>>84543377	35	media	|	118	replies	/swg/	-	Star	Wars	General	Super	Star	Destroyer	edition.Previous	thread:	>>84481167	A	thread	for	discussing	the	'Star	Wars'	franchise	and	its	various	gaming	adaptations.FFG/AMG's	X-Wing,	Armada,	and	Legion>	Wars
Roleplaying	Games	(d6/d20/FFG)>	FFG	Star	Wars	tabletop	(Imperial	Assault,	Destiny	and	the	LCG)>	links>	AMG	news:>	Edge	news:>	Reprints	forthcoming	as	licensing	issues	have	been	sorted.TQ:	Do	ya'll	prefer	the	Eclipse	being	a	standard	Executor-class,	as	in	Disney	canon,	or	its	own	class	type,	as	in	Legends?	I	love	pages	long	lists	of	equipment.
46	media	|	294	replies	Paizo	Games	General	/pgg/	>>>IF	YOU	ARE	ASKING	A	QUESTION,	PLEASE	SPECIFY	WHICH	GAME	YOU'RE	PLAYINGRules	and	teams	reference	Homebrew	teams	by	a	kind	Anon	(temporal	folder):	Tactics:	000/Tactics/Kill_Team(9E)>Thread	Question:What	though	process	goes	into	making	a	team	/yourguys/	for	you?	27
media	|	117	replies	No	title	How	do	souls	work	in	your	setting?	shit	that's	different	from	the	norm.	Once	a	day,	they	can	open	their	third	eye	(it's	that	lump	between	their	regular	eyes)	to	see	invisibility	and	terrify	ghosts	and	demons.Those	that	leave	their	hidden	mountain	villages	are	gifted	a	sanctified	mancatcher	to	capture	spirits	with.	The	idea	is
that	they	are	descended	from	a	small	but	well	trained	and	equipped	Sothan	PDF	force	who	focused	on	rapid	armored	warfare.	0	media	|	3	replies	/ccg/	Custom	Card	General	/cct/	Tutor	edition!>To	make	cards,	download	MSE	for	free	from	here:	OR>Mobile	users	might	have	an	easier	time	signing	up	here:	Stitch	cards	together	with	Hi-Res	MSE
Templates	Mechanics	doc	(For	the	making	of	color	pie	appropriate	cards)	Pie	mechanics	Read	this	before	you	post	cards	for	the	first	time,	or	as	a	refresher	for	returning	cardmakers	Design	articles	by	Wizards	Primer:	NWO	and	Redflagging	Q:	Can	there	be	a	sixth	color?A:	Q:	What's	the	difference	between	multicolor	and	hybrid?A:	Q:	What	is
precedence?A:	Q:	How	can	I	proxy	my	cards	for	testing?A:	//	>Art	sources	//cgsociety.org/	//grognard.booru.org/	//www.deviantart.com/>/ccg/	sets	thread:>>84281767	82	media	|	310	replies	Fantasy	Constructs	Artificially	created	beings.	And	how	does	it	affect	the	*gulp*	player	characters?	No	title	How	to	roll	dice:	"dice+2d6"	without	the	quotes	in
the	email	field	rolls	2d6.	50	media	|	227	replies	What	makes	goblins	such	a	versatile	fantasy	race?	There	are	plenty	of	free	dice	rollers	available	online,	now	including	the	official	dice	roller	app	on	mobile.	Check	the	Online	Extras	pastebin	for	links.>Player-made	Genesys	settings	A	quick	and	dirty	primer	on	how	the	dice	in	Genesys	work	Online	Extras
(fillable	sheets,	dice	rollers,	quick	reference	sheets,	generators,	PDFs,	etc.)	Thread:	>>84068012	109	media	|	200	replies	Savage	women	Brutes,	barbarians,	savages,	vandals,	amazons.	Generic	golems	too,	I'd	rather	they	went	ape	with	clay	golems	and	made	them	a	special	thing	instead	of	a	golem	for	every	material.	Does	a	GM	screen	exist	for	this
system?	How	often	do	you	borrow	names	from	real	life	languages?>Likewise,	when	it	comes	to	historical	events	within	your	setting,	how	often	do	those	resemble	historical	events	in	real	life?>Lastly,	what	are	your	favourite	cities	in	your	setting?	Play	with	AI	or	other	players	How	to	do	Against	the	Bot?	Even	those	animated	undead	that	are
unquestionably	sapient,	like	ghouls,	are	simply	ensouled	by	the	necromantic	magic	itself.Necromantic	animation	is	evil	because	it	uses	negative	energy	to	directly	create	and	give	life,	outside	of	the	confines	of	the	Negative	Energy	Plane.	Any	encounter	design	tips?And,	perhaps	more	importantly,	what's	your	favourite	robot?	Could	this	game	be	good??
Let's	just	stick	to	the	magic	systems	we're	making	for	our	settings,	what	inspirations	you	use	when	designing	them,	how	they	interact	with	the	setting	as	a	whole,	and	what	advice	you'd	give	to	someone	for	them.	I	chose	Guard	because	I	like	the	idea	of	random	schmucks	facing	unknowable	horrors	with	sheer	grit	and	walls	of	guns	and	I	adore	tanks.
May	burn	eyelids	because	blinking	is	often	involuntary.Flying:	Frostbite,	sunburn,	loss	of	consciousness	from	low	oxygen.	11	media	|	57	replies	nechronica	thread	nechronica	thread>what	is	this?a	game	about	playing	gay	loli	zombies	in	the	post	apocalypse>where	can	i	find	it?	Completely	Unbiased	Thread	QuestionWhat	homebrew	are	you	working
on,	if	any?	Nobody	ever	presses	charges	because	he	was	just	doing	it	in	self	defense.How	do	special	assassins	work	in	your	game?	0	media	|	0	replies	/chess/	-	Chess	General	best	robbari	edition>Free	online	playing:	://freechess.club/play>Tactics	trainers:	://blitztactics.com	>Explore	openings:	>Guess	the	entire	opening	sequence:	Chess	books:
Masters	games,	tournaments	calendars,	live	&	results:	Join	our	team:	Previous	threads:	>84533854	3	media	|	3	replies	No	title	This	is	a	Shna'ri.	0	media	|	13	replies	/CYOAG/	-	Choose	Your	Own	Adventure	General	Archives	&	Other	Resources:	Thread:	>>84528054	50	media	|	73	replies	any	dumb	shit	that	happened	at	the	table	thread	>be	me:
Variant	human	fighter/monk	>be	not	me:	Drow	elf	druid,	Half	(sea)	elf	warlock,	half	(sea	and	drow)	elf	rogue/fighter	and	winged	tiefling	bard>use	roll20	and	discord	because	of	dat	rona>whole	gang	travels	to	a	well	guarded	tiefling	settlement	that's	been	self-isolating	from	other	races	for	50	years	to	return	an	NPC	to	her	family	>get	inside	the	city
thanks	to	tiefling	representatives	>min-maxed	as	fuck	so	I'm	fluid	in	5	languages,	including	infernal	which	tieflings	speak>figure	that	some	of	these	tieflings	who	were	isolated	for	50	years	would	eventually	have	infernal	as	their	default	language;	plus,	they	might	be	uncomfortable	to	seeing	outsiders	or	maybe	think	they	can	secretly	talk	smack	about
us	in	a	different	language	>walk	up	to	two	of	the	horny	people	at	market	place>"I	speak	to	them,	in	infernal,	and	ask	them	where	we	might	find	(NPC)'s	family">T	Bard	freaks	out	and	scolds	me	for	speaking	infernal	instead	of	common	>...	These	giant	hairless	gorilla	space	monks	who	rip	people	in	half	for	a	living	actually	sit	down,	infront	of	a	mirror,
pick	up	a	plastic	comb	with	their	giant	gorilla	hands	that	is	tiny	as	fuck	because	their	head	is	the	only	body	part	to	remain	normal	sized,	and	probably	only	hold	it	with	their	index	and	thumb,	and	comb	their	fucking	hair.	15	media	|	60	replies	No	title	What	effect	did	the	satanic	panic	really	have	on	the	hobby	in	the	long	run?	43	media	|	193	replies	No
title	Humans	are	generally	known	for	being	much	grittier,	pragmatic,	and	willing	to	play	dirty	over	their	Elven	rivals,	but	knighthood	is	all	about	honor,	loyalty,	and	chivalry,	so	how	should	human	knights	contrast	with	elven	knights?	e.g.	a	new	type	of	mage	that	the	preexisting	houses	don't	capture	or	type	of	vampire	no	clan	or	bloodline	represents	34
media	|	251	replies	Beast:	The	Primordial	It	didn't	deserve	all	the	hate.	Did	WotC	ever	make	one?	Normally,	positive	energy	is	what	gives	life	and	motion,	but	necromantic	animation	completely	inverts	that.	I'm	planning	on	making	a	small	profile	for	each	country,	detailing	important	stuff.	Threads	start	sliding	off	the	board	after	a	certain	number	of
posts.	17	media	|	50	replies	Crunch	Appreciation	Thread	I	love	crunchy	games	so	goddamn	much!	I	love	crunching	numbers	to	come	up	with	ridiculous	bullshit.	It	is	no	personal-scale	evil,	like	theft	or	murder.	By	diverging	from	their	conventional	mindset,	they	became	more	invested	in	the	game	I	was	running	from	an	in-character	perspective.	Here's
a	curated	collection:	Previous	thread:>>84463275>Thread	Question:What's	the	best	OSR	retroclone	and	why	is	it	your	shitbrew?	You	become	intangible,	they	fall	down,	you	shoot	a	lightning	bolt,	your	clothes	are	not	immune	to	the	arc	and	are	set	on	fire	and	if	you	are	immune	to	direct	lightning	but	not	fire,	you	get	burned.Invisibility:	No	one	can	see
you	but	you	are	blind	because	your	eyes	are	not	hit	with	photons.	52	media	|	230	replies	No	title	If	you	can	become	immortal	as	a	regular	wizard	why	even	turn	to	necromancy	and	lichdom	why	actively	choose	to	be	reviled	everywhere	you	go?	So	one	of	my	buddies	has	a	Scythes	of	the	Emperor	army,	and	we	both	liked	the	idea	of	teaming	up,	so	I’m
building	a	custom	Guard	regiment	of	Sothan	survivors	called	the	Shadows	of	Sotha.	Do	you	feel	they	muck	up	otherwise	western	settings,	or	do	you	incorporate	eastern	trappings/nations	to	allow	them	organically?	All	greentexts	posted	in	the	thread	might	end	up	archived	here	Mixed	Folders:	They	contains	stuff	for	D&D,	Pathfinder,	etc
//mega.nz/folder/jv4lDSzZ#6XTg9lMHPZYsRFqwoJitGQ>Other	GamesRealms	of	Lewdia:	Plate:	>>77387579VTM	Succubus:	>>81641928Succubus	&	Sorcerer:	>>81548974,	>>81575126,	>>81588851Crisis	Heroine:	Labyrinth:	Reido:	>>81731181>VentangleMain	Wiki:	Translations:	1277177783>/mgw/	OP	(monstergirl	related	materials)	2e:
>>82082595Femme	Fatale:	>>83037169Thread	Topic:	What	balance	you	prefer	to	have	between	lewd	and	actual	adventure	in	your	games?	Not	specifically	asking	about	single	characters	who	survived	1-20,	campaigns	where	characters	died	and	were	replaced	are	also	worth	talking	about.	Trashman	edition>WIP	Condensed	OP	Pastebin	Friendly
Anon's	Updated	Pastebin	Grimdark	Compendium	tutorials	Making	some	awesome	banners	Recasting	with	Blue	Stuff	and	LEGO	bricks	OihwzSLR!yLIrbkeOm_zvEykMzj0HANGB1NFnT110J3GmzMW7LZQ>Saint	Duncan's	"Six	Things	I	Wish	I	Knew	When	I	Started	Painting"	[Embed]	[Embed]>Saint	Duncan	also	explains	thinning	your	paints	[Embed]
[Embed]>Learn	to	paint	with	an	unlicensed	doctor	Like	a	Pro	[Embed]	[Embed]>Sculpt	Viking	Beards	and	Hair	[Embed]	[Embed]>How	to	clean	synthetic	paintbrushes	and	fix	hooked	tips	[Embed]	[Embed]>Weathering	explained	in	5	minutes	[Embed]	[Embed]>How	to	Paint	Black	NMM	[Embed]	[Embed]>Who's	Johnny,	she'd	say,	and	smile	in	her
special	way	Previous	Threads>>84524226>>84445611	>>84418041	>>84385133	>>84356723>>84498183	25	media	|	57	replies	『Kill	Team	General』-	/ktg/	Traitor	Guard	Edition>Previous	thread>>84474181>Revealed	–	Two	New	Kill	Teams	Break	Concealment	at	Warhammer	Fest	updated	FAQ/errata	for	all	factions:	Q1	2022	Balance	Datalsate
Rules	and	supplements	(temporal	folder):	Mega	with	scans	by	/gwsg/.	>"Stfu	homo"I	know	but	think	about	this	for	a	second.	For	every	skeleton	given	motion,	for	every	ghoul	given	a	new	soul,	the	Great	Wheel	cracks	at	the	seams	from	this	paradox.	Utter	nonsense.	Here,	we	start	games,	tell	campaign	stories,	share	resources	&	assets,	and	seek	advice
for	our	games	and	homebrew.Assorted	Mecha	Goodness:	keep	Battletech	discussion	to	a	minimum	for	the	sake	of	other	Mecha	RPGs.	It	has	its	own	general.Previous	Thread:	>>84455397	0	media	|	5	replies	No	title	Does	your	setting	permit	xeno	marriage,	anon?	the	problem	is,	I'm	not	sure	what	exactly	qualifies	as	"important".	5	media	|	8	replies	No
title	I	love	orcs	7	media	|	62	replies	IRL	Runes	What	is	the	smallest	number	of	runes/symbols	that	could	define	and	communicate	human	experience?What	are	the	primordial	concepts?	Post	about	weird	tabletop	gaming	related	shit	from	japan	that	you	found.	32	media	|	138	replies	/hsg/	-	Horror	Settings	General	Choose	Your	Elder	God	EditionTell	us
about	your	horror	settings,	games,	etc.	79	media	|	303	replies	Translated	version	of	the	Shadowrun	SOTA	2082.	Somehow,	things	are	tough/well	armored	enough	to	survive	several	gunshots.	34	media	|	151	replies	Paid	GMing	I	am	tight	on	money	and	have	been	thinking	of	getting	into	Paid	GMing.	Usually,	I	enjoy	gaming	with	friends,	but	now	is	the
time	to	take	my	years	of	experience	and	make	some	money	until	I	find	a	new	job.>Is	Paid	GMing	good	or	bad	for	the	hobby?>Are	there	good	sites	to	look	into?and	of	course>Any	good	paid	GMing	horror	stories?	Especially	because	of	their	strong	connotation	with	childrens	media.	3	media	|	39	replies	Weird	Japanese	Shit	-	Alchemist	Works	Edition
Here	is	the	next	round	of	discussing	and	sharing	weird	tabletop	games	and	tabletop-gaming	related	stuff	from	japan!This	thread	mostly	focus	on	RPGs,	but	wargames	and	cardgames	are	also	always	welcome.	GCS	(gurpscharactersheet.com)	is	an	excellent	character	builder	software	with	page	references	to	all	the	books	and	the	option	to	export	to
both	Foundry	and	Fantasy	Grounds.	77	media	|	280	replies	What	are	the	most	important	aspects	of	a	fantasy	country?	Just	bear	in	mind	what	happens	every	time	a	necromantic	spell	animates	an	undead	servitor:	a	reckless	paradox	that	shears	away	the	cosmos's	very	stability.	I	love	detailed	character	creation	systems	that	can	take	hours.	Buying
books	is	only	relevant	for	fluff:	General	FAQs	(read	this	if	you	want	to	try	this	game):	Rundown	(game	and	factions):	Model	Identifiers	(what	each	faction	can	take):	Semi-unofficial	catalogue	of	fluff,	dossiers,	and	unit	models:	Dossiers	Archive:	Wiki:	for	Infinity	N4	(main	game)	and	Infinity	CodeOne	(for	beginners):	Official	Army	Builders:	Terrain	101
(new	and	improved!):	Hacking	Helper:	Released	RPG	books	(+	a	couple	of	rulebook	scans):	8pRURayK!Kj16fd7nQhEcaId8hKD4oA>Comlog,	missions	app:	and	rules:	Thread>>84275796	44	media	|	303	replies	DEADGAMEGENERAL	/DGG/	DEAD	GAME	GENERALPOST	MINIATURES	FROM	DEAD	GAMESPOST	ABOUT	A	DEAD	GAME	YOU	LIKE	27
media	|	73	replies	Warhammer	40,000	General	-	/40kg/	Contempt	Edition>CSM	Combat	Patrol	Knights	on	preorder	Downloads;	Rules	Errata	and	FAQs:	//www.warhammer-community.com/faqs>Tools	to	Improve	Battlescribe	Readability:	//rweyrauch.github.io/PrettyScribe/>3rd	Party	Models	Pastebin:	New	40k	9th	rules	backup
Mega:4kEUnKSL#pPmf-8Qs_5blQ9O_86kPjQOld:>>84547341>TQ:	Chain	weapons	or	power	weapons?	Could	slice	everything,	causing	a	lot	of	collateral	damage.	Presently,	I	have	the	combat	patrol	box,	a	Leman	Russ	Demolisher,	a	Sentinel,	and	an	extra	box	of	3	heavy	weapons	teams	as	that	was	all	of	what	the	closest	game	store	had	of	Guard.	79
media	|	85	replies	Sapient	fantasy	species	Love	me	a	good	dwarf,	a	good	elf.	innovative	replay?>Free	online	playing:	://freechess.club/play>Tactics	trainers:	://blitztactics.com	>Explore	openings:	>Guess	the	entire	opening	sequence:	Chess	books:	Masters	games,	tournaments	calendars,	live	&	results:	Join	our	team:	Previous	threads:	>84520883	66
media	|	318	replies	RuneScape:	Boardgame	>at	first	I	thought	this	looked	cool>I	kinda	like	games	with	persistent	stat	tracking	and	low	rp>see	it’s	made	by	SteamforgedThe	game	is	already	fucked	isn’t	it…	I’ve	only	played	Dark	Souls	the	Boardgame	and	it	sucked.	22	media	|	152	replies	Character	Art	Thread	Previous	thread:	>>84511029	92	media	|
106	replies	/OwOdg/&/CofDg/	World	of	Darkness	and	Chronicles	of	Darkness	General	Vicissitude	is	a	hell	of	a	drug	edition>Last	thread>>84529178	>Pastebin	Mediafire	Mega	General	Creation	Kit	FWJgBTbb!f7d5rARWHYzuI8-8aI-Bxw>	White	Wolf	Wiki:	CofD	Codex	OWOD/COFD	Forums:	Thread	TopicWhat	archetype	that	your	preferred	splat	not
have	representation	in	the	game	and	you	think	would	be	a	good	addition?	150	media	|	184	replies	I	hope	your	boards	aren't	empty	and	you	put	nice	terrains	in	it	anons	We	squeeze	those	buildings	so	our	mecha	can	fuck	shit	up...	Any	Shna'ri	that	do	turn	into	giant,	gluttonous,	fire-breathing	monsters.	Never	post	direct	links	to	the	archive	anywhere.
Middlehammer	also	fairly	welcome.Oldhammer	forum:	2E	subforum,	sees	some	activity:	blogs	(share	any	good	ones	you	know	of!):	//classic40k.wordpress.com/	//eldritchepistles.blogspot.co.nz/	//port-imperiale.blogspot.co.nz/	//fuckyeahbritisholdschoolgaming.tumblr.com/	//gothicpunk.tumblr.com/	://www.oldenhammer.com/
://oldhammerspain.blogspot.co.nz	//realmofzhu.blogspot.co.nz	://fimmmccools.blogspot.com/	//c0wabunga.com/	//azazelx.com/	//nico-realmsofchaos.blogspot.com/	//oldworldarmychallenge.blogspot.com/	//realmofcitadel.blogspot.com/	13	media	|	39	replies	Topics	that	don't	deserve	their	own	threads	A	thread	for	pointless	details	that	don't	really	affect
the	game	or	gameplay	to	any	real	degree.I	will	start.For	sci-fi	settings	do	you	prefer	to	have	helmets	that	just	form	over	the	users	head	or	has	to	be	donned/doffed?	Show	me	yours.	>Goblin	Slayer:	Rabid	humanoids	who	only	rape,	pillage,	and	murder.>Harry	Potter:	Shifty	bankers	who	hoard	most	of	the	Wizarding	world's	wealth.>World	of	Warcraft:
Industrialized	venture	Capitalists	who	dab	on	other	races	with	their	sweet	tech.	24	media	|	94	replies	No	title	I	like	magic	sigils.	They	also	use	these	in	their	monthly	"parade",	where	they	all	come	down	from	the	mountain	and	march	through	villages	to	drive	out	any	evil	ghosts.They	are	very	patient,	generous,	and	slow	to	anger.	go	or	no	go?	Ancient
Egypt	was	merely	a	pale	and	feeble	shadow	of	this	wondrous	empire.Your	character	was	mummified	using	the	Rite	of	Return.	Friends	are	comin'	but	the	systems	you	got	are	too	autistic	for	them?We'll	help	ya,	stranger.	Forever.	Off	of	online?	I	am	essentially	running	a	sandbox	game	where	players	can	decide	to	follow	up	on	various	missions.	I	want
the	pdf,	theres	only	german	ones.	14	media	|	43	replies	/bushi/	-	Bushiroad	Card	Games	General	Thread	#324:	Generic	Fatty	EditionDeck	Log:	(JP)	(EN)Beginner	guide,	decklists	and	other	info:	ZERO	Important	Links	and	Info:	to	date	fanmade	PC	online	games,	3DS/Switch	emulation	and	Mobile	games:	and	Buddyfight	matchmaking	server:	Resources:
!	Vanguard	overDress	Season	3:	Summer	2022	(July)Release	Schedule	(Vanguard):-	D-BT05	Triumphant	Return	of	the	Brave	Heroes:	6/10-	D-SS02	Festival	Collection	2022:	6/24-	D-PS02	Premium	Clan	Collection	2022:	6/24-	Record	of	Ragnarok	TTD	and	TB:	7/15-	D-VS05/06	V	Clan	Collection	Vol.	Here,	we	start	games,	tell	campaign	stories,	share
resources	&	assets,	and	seek	advice	for	our	games	and	homebrew.Assorted	Mecha	Goodness:	keep	Battletech	discussion	to	a	minimum	for	the	sake	of	other	Mecha	RPGs.	It	has	its	own	general.Previous	Thread:	>>84455397Thread	Question:What	are	your	favorite	industries,	aside	from	military,	to	supplement	with	mechs?	10	media	|	55	replies	WIP	-
Work	In	Progress	General	Work	in	Progress.	They	probably	put	gel	in	it	too.They	also	definitely	try	out	a	haircut,	go	"fuck	this	looks	retarded"	and	try	another	one.Wtf	18	media	|	130	replies	No	title	Ultimately	was	this	a	breath	of	fresh	air	from	Forgotten	Realms	being	shoved	down	our	throats	or	an	uninspired	points	of	light	retread?	You	really	don’t
need	an	excuse,	y’know.	11	media	|	36	replies	Elementally,	my	dear	Watson	What	are	the	base	elements	of	your	setting?	12	media	|	88	replies	/acg/	-	Alternative	Card	Games	General	#255	Landscapes	EditionHere	is	a	thread	to	discuss	trading	card	games	other	than	the	big	three.>Build	Divide>Force	of	Will>Final	Fantasy	TCG>DBZ
CCG>Wixoss>Keyforge>Gundam>Legend	of	the	5	Rings	(L5R)>Digimon>Flesh	and	Blood>Gate	Ruler>Battle	Spirits>Ashes>The	other	DBZ	gameetc.Post	about	card	games	you've	played	and	help	other	anons	get	to	know	your	games!>Wixoss	Pastebin	Force	of	Will	Pastebin	Dragonball	GT	Shadow	Dragon	saga	rulebook	Gate	Ruler	Pastebin	Build
Divide	Pastebin	Flesh	and	Blood	Pastebin	Ashes	Reborn	Pastebin	with	/acg/	through	voice	chat!	No	text	chat	so	coordinate	in	thread	to	get	some	games	in.	Last	Thread>>84471464>Thread	Question:Who	got	you	into	acgs	or	tcgs	in	general?	You	can	also	post	maps	for	your	settings,	as	well	as	any	relevant	art	(either	created	by	you	or	used	as
inspiration	for	your	work).	Apart	from	that,	only	two	rules	are	important.1.	BE	EXCELLENT	TO	EACH	OTHER.2.	PARTY	ON,	DUDES.	You	are	playing	someone	from	the	Nameless	Empire,	the	mythical	first	civilization	that	predates	all	others.	What	do	you	think	about	this	and	do	you	have	any	experience	running	pirate	games?	How	do	your	tactics
reflect	the	world	you're	in?	7	media	|	79	replies	/hwg/【Historical	Wargame	General】	Isandlwana	EditionPrevious	thread:	>>84439451>List	of	Historical	Tactical,	Strategic,	and	Military	Drill	treatises:	ZunTsu	Gameboxes:	/hwg/	Steam	Group:	Naval	wargaming	stuff:	Games,	Ospreys	&	References	folders:
//www.mediafire.com/folder/81ck8x600cas4/Medieval	//www.mediafire.com/folder/vh1uqv8gipzo1/Napoleonic	//www.mediafire.com/folder/bvdtt01gh105d/Victorian	//www.mediafire.com/folder/z8a13ampzzs88/World_War_Two	//www.mediafire.com/folder/7n3mcn9hlgl1t/Modern	ZAoVjbQB!iGfDqfBDpgr0GC-NHg7KFQ
//www.mediafire.com/folder/6jrcg496e7vnb/Avalon%20Hill	SyREURzI!lI3Rychibpx17XW4OEhCIg	//www.mediafire.com/folder/r2mff8tnl8bjy/GDW	//www.mediafire.com/folder/ws6yi58d2oacc/Strategy_%26_Tactics_Magazine	//www.mediafire.com/folder/j962ws6h50bqj/Victory_Games>H&C	Megatroverebrandly	/HexChit>New	Trove	Link	37	media	|
190	replies	No	title	>>84547337Bro,	this	story	is	awesome.	3	media	|	9	replies	The	real	reason	why	necromantic	animation	is	evil	It	is	a	myth	that	necromancy,	in	general,	is	evil.	10	media	|	32	replies	Transformers	RPGs	What	Transformers	RPGs	are	there	out	there?	What	are	their	hallmarks?	Did	your	party	stay	relatively	balanced	or	did	it	start
falling	apart	due	to	differences	in	class	power	level?	9	media	|	93	replies	Let	me	get	this	straight	So	these	guys	are	the	Mary	Sue	protagonist	faction	that's	made	deliberately	OP	to	pander	to	gullible	fanboys	that	buy	them	in	dozens	of	different	colors?	18	media	|	166	replies	Drawthread:	Comfy	Barmaid	Edition	>>>GUIDELINES84458214Most	Yu-Gi-
Oh!	discussion	encouraged.	That's	why	my	idea	was	to	have	a	campaign	set	in	a	fantasy	pirate	world	that	puts	a	special	focus	on	the	dark	elements	of	this	genre.	Its	central	mechanic	is	the	Narrative	Dice	System,	using	pools	made	of	specialized	dice	to	create	narrative	results.	Post	OC,	write	dumb	fanfics	with	bad	CAC	in	them,	duel	each	other,	have
fun,	etc.>Yu-Gi-Oh!	Online	PlayAutomated	Sims:●EDOPro	website:	��EDOPro:	��YGOpro2:	��YGOProES	for	Android	(Spanish):	��YGO	Omega:	Sims:●	>TCG	Event	StreamingNA:	Useful	LinksCurrent	Official	Rulebook:	Probability	Calculator:	Market:	:	boomers:	News	SitesOCG:	>Upcoming	ReleasesOCG●Duelist	Pack:	Duelists	of	Pyroxene
(May	21)●Animation	Chronicle	2022	(Jun	11)●Structure	Deck:	Legend	of	the	Crystal	Beasts	(June	25)●Structure	Deck	R:	Devil’s	Gate	(Aug	6)TCG●Legendary	Duelists:	Duels	from	the	Deep	(May	6)●Dimension	Force	(May	20)●Tactical	Masters	(Jun	10)●Legendary	Duelists:	Season	3	(Jun	23)●Structure	Deck:	Legend	of	the	Crystal	Beasts	(Aug
19)●Speed	Duel	GX:	Midterm	Paradox	Mini	Box	(Sep	2)●2022	Tin	of	Pharaoh's	Gods	(Sep	16)●2022	Holiday	Box	(Nov	22)	15	media	|	120	replies	/gengen/	-	Genesys	General	Urban	Fantasy	Edition>What	is	Genesys?Released	in	November	2017,	Genesys	is	a	pen-and-paper	generic/universal	RPG	system	and	toolkit	by	Fantasy	Flight	Games	and	EDGE
Studio,	using	a	refined	version	of	the	system	presented	by	their	Star	Wars	RPGs	(Edge	of	the	Empire,	Age	of	Rebellion,	Force	and	Destiny).	Manufacturing?	So	I	have	to	wonder,	what	makes	Space	Marines	intrinsically	men,	and	what	makes	Sister	of	Battle	in-Ok	if	the	first	fucker	to	reply	to	this	says	"Because	they're	men	and	women"	I'm	putting	a	cap
in	your	assSo	I	have	to	wonder,	what	makes	Space	Marines	intrinsically	men,	and	what	makes	Sister	of	Battle	intrinsically	female	in	terms	of	how	designed,	written,	visually	portrayed,	and	so	on.	From	their	kindness,	some	have	a	more	intense	need	to	fight	to	protect	rather	than	conquer,	the	often	have	high	pain	tolerances	despite	being	normal
humans.	3	media	|	41	replies	Monks	at	your	table	What's	your	view	of	them?	Okay	thanks.	I	personally	think	warforged	are	kind	of	lame	since	they	just	have	no	cultural	grounding	to	them	in	literature	or	folklore.	If	you	don't	like	it,	don't	draw	it.•	Ignore	the	bait	and	stay	on	topic,	you're	better	than	this.>Requesters:•	Pictures	are	better	than	verbal
descriptions.•	Do	not	reply	to	other	deliveries	with	a	request	that	the	artist	fill	your	request	next.•	Do	not	make	multiple	requests	in	the	same	thread	and	do	not	serially	request	multiple	characters	after	a	delivery.	3	media	|	30	replies	Cassette	Futurism	What	happened	to	these	threads?	You	can	find	a	guide	here:	>Wanna	help	get	more	games
translated	but	you	know	next	to	no	japanese?Check	this	guide:	>Want	some	japanese	TRPG	Tools?	I	love	exploring	complex,	in-depth	mechanics.	Imagine	a	clay	golem	in	a	full	set	of	knight	armor.	Please	remember	that	dialogue	is	what	keeps	the	thread	alive,	not	asking	questions	to	OP	every	third	hour.Previous	thread:	>>84289360Resources	for
Newfags:	links:	(embed)	fK41FKVR7xDpbNO0a0N4k0YYxrmyrhX3VxnM14Ew/Thread	Questions>How	do	you	come	up	with	names	for	your	setting?	62	media	|	249	replies	/exg/	Exalted	General	>What	is	Exalted?An	epic	high-flying	role-playing	game	about	reborn	god-heroes	in	a	world	that	turned	on	them.Start	here:	That	sounds	cool,	how	can	I	get
into	it?Read	the	3e	core	book	(link	below).	1	media	|	5	replies	Infinity	General	Infinity	is	a	28mm	tabletop	skirmish	game	by	Corvus	Belli	where	the	model	identifiers	from	r*ddit	are	finally	on	google	drive	so	I've	added	them	to	the	OP	(which	btw	is	getting	a	bit	bloated	and	will	be	even	worse	once	Warcrow	is	released,	we	have	to	think	about	something
guys).>Last	studio	update:	[Embed]>All	the	rules	are	for	free.	1	media	|	19	replies	Alternatives	for	Humans	as	the	Majority	Race	I've	found	that	making	the	mundane,	foundational	bedrock	a	world's	unnatural	elements	are	built	on	nonhuman	makes	the	tone	feel	more	fantastical.	That's	obvious,	but	that	got	me	thinking	about	the	fact	that	in	every	post
I've	seen	about	them	,	female	space	marines	are	just	space	marines	with	long	hair.There's	no	fundamental	change	to	their	cultures	or	nature	due	to	their	changed	gender,	which	is	the	complete	opposite	of	the	Sister	of	Battle.	Anyone	you	think	are	total	fucking	morons?	(updated	2-20-2022)	Current	3.21	rule	set	included	in	mekhq	package)	guides
com/ydtr589e	BattleTech	IRC#battletech	on	irc.rizon.net>PDF	Folders	//www.mediafire.com/folder/cj0tjpn9b3n1i/Battletech	ly	/	BTmagsrebrand	ly	/	BTdrop>2018	to	2020	Battletech	PDFs	&	E-Books	com/2p8p7cew>TAMAR	RISING	com/mr35ahdn>/btg/’s	own	image	board:	More	goodies!	Updated	2020-05-17	Most	Wanted	PDFs	&	Epubs	12	media	|
43	replies	/AWG/	-	Alternative	Wargames	High-Octane	Hobbying	EditionPrevious	thread:	>>84441639	>What	is	/awg/?A	thread	to	talk	about	minis	and	games	which	fall	between	the	cracks,	or	peoples'	homebrew	wargames.	Nothing	indicates	that	animated	undead	work	this	way.	0	media	|	6	replies	/5eg/	-	Dungeons	&	Dragons	Fifth	Edition	General
Chaos	Unleashed	Edition>UA:	Heroes	of	Krynn	Revisited	New	Errata	5etools	TroveThe	T̶r̶o̶v̶e̶	Vault	(seed,	please!):bitly/2Y1w4Md>Resources:	Previous	thread:	>>84546338What	are	the	forces	of	evil	up	to	in	your	game,	/5eg/?	They	are	currently	in	a	decent	spot	but	are	desperately	trying	to	bulk	up	and	fortify	Sotha	for	the	inevitable,	massive
Tyranid	attack	that	will	surely	strike	there	again	what	with	it	being	rebuilt,	because	they	know	damn	well	that	they	aren’t	(yet,	hopefully)	anywhere	near	strong	enough	yet.So	yeah,	ideas	on	what	to	get,	how	to	spec	and	use	it,	and	how	to	work	on	my	lore	are	very	welcome.	27	media	|	236	replies	No	title	>The	Dungeon	Master	is	a
Foreigner!>"HAHAHAHA!",	echoes	the	DM's	Americanized	laugh,	as	he	pulls	out	a	20-sided	die	and	says,	"Isn't	it	more	fun	when	you	use	a	variety	of	dice?"	"Kiyomatsu-san	is	going	to	kill	you!!">What	will	become	of	this	extremely...	6	media	|	16	replies	No	title	Why	did	(mainstream)	FANTASY	fail	so	completly	after	LotR,	/tg/?We	got	a	ton	of	games,
books,	franchises	that	would	make	for	good	fantasy	movies/tv	shows,	for	example>Warhammer	40k>Warhammer	fantasy>World	of	Warcraft>Mistborn>Magic	the	Gathering>The	Elder	Scrolls>Stormlight	Archives>Fire	Emblem>Dark	Tower>First	Law>D&D>Vampire	the	Masquerade>Asscreed>the	black	company>etc	9	media	|	94	replies	No	title
How	much?	Or	just	talk	about	your	experiences	with	tabletop	games	from	japan.	Is	it	for	the	mystique	value?	The	list	goes	on.	It's	a	good	game.	good	luck>Resources	for	Older	Editions	(embed)>Essence	(embed)>Resources	for	Third	Edition>3E	Core	and	Splats	Errata	for	Third	Edition	Other	Ex3	Resources	(embed)>NPCsHundred	Devils	Night
Parade	(embed)Adversaries	of	the	Righteous	(embed)Eclipse	Charms	(embed)>Current	Quixalted	Extended	QE	Version	(Fanmade	Supplement)2.0.1	//i.4cdn.org/tg/1650313446945.pdf>Optional	Quixalted	Exalts	4thchan	Edition	(4.2	Core)	(4.2	Spirits)Last	thread:	>>84440498	(Cross-thread)TQ:	Tell	the	thread	about	the	campaigns	or	one-shots	that
you	participated	in.	What	are	the	magical	threads	that	weave	your	world?Mine	are>Aether>Fire>Wind>Jade>Lightning>Blood>Poppy	milk	74	media	|	292	replies	Androids/robot	lore	thread	How	do	you	characterize	robots	of	differing	kinds	in	your	setting?	Fuck)>	Didn’t	buy	any	minis>	Played	with	tokens	and	Lego	figures>	Game	sucks>	mfw
people	drop	phat	stax	for	this	Are	you	chaps	just	using	this	for	arts	and	crafts?	Goblins?	Shady	voodoo	priests,	Lovecraftian	sea	monsters,	cursed	crews	and	so	on.	>Japanese	RPG	Troves:	>Wanna	provide	raws	so	maybe	we	can	get	a	translation	going?	42	media	|	353	replies	Low	Fantasy	Gaming	How	is	it?	Where	are	my	other	crunch	lovers	at?	Tell	us
something	about	the	races	you	created	for	your	setting.	82	media	|	281	replies	No	title	when	you	lead	a	campaign	for	an	established	setting	like,	lets	say,	star	wars.	I	heard	there	was	one	officail	one	coming	out	soon.	That	works	too.	70	media	|	260	replies	/5eg/	-	Dungeons	&	Dragons	Fifth	Edition	General	Damsel	in	Distress	Edition>UA:	Heroes	of
Krynn	Revisited	New	Errata	5etools	TroveThe	T̶r̶o̶v̶e̶	Vault	(seed,	please!):bitly/2Y1w4Md>Resources:	Previous	thread:>>84539519How	did	your	weekend	session	go?	Boarding	for	example	would	probably	be	much	easier.	Any	scale,	any	genre,	any	company,	any	minis.	"noko+dice+2d6"	rolls	2d6	without	showing	the	roll	in	the	email	field.In	the	rules
department,	you	can	look	at	-	all	global	and	board	specific	rules	are	in	full	effect.	Why	does	the	Harrier	get	me	stiff?	Also	got	some	other	World	War	games	recommendations?	8	media	|	30	replies	No	title	What	are	the	easiest	ways	to	make	money	within	the	TTRPG	industry	these	days?Is	it	just	printing	vaguely	5e	compatible	writing?	However	the
current	world,	in	the	city	they	are	in,	is	quickly	hurtling	towards	a	doomsday	scenario.	Gib	magic	sigils	pls.	23	media	|	97	replies	No	title	>Kessler	Syndrome/low-orbiting	military	satellites	make	air	warfare/long-range	missile	use	impossible	(no	nuclear	bombardment	threat)	or	at	least	immensely	difficult>The	above	was	due	to	total	war	between
superpowers	some	few	centuries	into	the	future,	which	also	fucked	the	planet	pretty	badly>Conveniently	the	anachronistic	stew	of	technological	know-how	scavenged	from	pre-war	society	makes	WW2-esque	land	battleships	relatively	easy	to	make	as	opposed	to	other	forms	of	wonderweapon>As	a	result,	vessels	like	pic	related	are	the	core	of	any
nation's	military	arsenal,	supported	by	MBTs	and	other	support	vehicles>Players	are	the	higher-ranking	crew	of	such	a	vessel	(game	will	be	modded	GURPS),	tasked	with	defeating	enemy	ships	and	advancing	the	cause	of	the	Glorious	Nation	(to	be	determined)	What	would	be	some	things	to	keep	in	mind	that	would	radically	distinguish	land	ship
combat	and	sea	ship	combat?	My	personal	explanation	for	this	is	that	pirates,	like	indians	or	ninjas,	started	to	appear	cartoonish	and	clichéd	due	to	their	pop	culture	depiction	over	time.	55	media	|	256	replies	Post	alphabet	inspo	8	media	|	20	replies	Starting	a	new	Guard	army,	any	suggestions/help	for	both	lore	and	army	build	welcome.	Why	is	the
art	style	so	good?	TQ:	What	game	are	you	playing	right	now?Note:	I	forgot	the	PDF	again,	sorry	11	media	|	56	replies	No	title	How	often	do	dragons	appear	in	your	TTRPGs,	and	in	what	roles?	Thought	I'd	give	you	guys	an	update	on	my	campaign.>Campaign	starts	with	two	people	because	one	of	the	players	dropped	last	minute>Had	players
randomly	generate	characters	from	SCVMBIRTHER	because	this	is	gonna	be	a	short	campaign>Enter	Lujaak	and	Mercari>Lujakk	is	a	big	guy	with	a	zweihander	and	a	Gorehound	named	Rip>Merkari	is	Gutterborn	Scum	and	not	well	like	by	Lujakk>Bullies	him	IC	to	the	point	where	it's	hilarious.>Running	Rotblack	Sludge>Party	fucks	with	the	old
man	to	the	point	where	the	guards	in	the	near	by	room	hear	them	and	ready	their	weapons>Guards	kick	Lujakk's	shit	in	so	hard	he's	now	dying	from	a	brain	aneurysm>Merkari	finds	a	potion	that	could	save	Lujakk>Hides	it>Lujakk	gets	torn	to	fucking	shreds	by	the	prisoners	in	the	next	room	and	enters	the	shimmering	fields.We've	been	having	fun.
Should	I	drop	the	grand	overarching	mystery	and	just	let	them	do	smaller	stuff?At	the	moment	both	the	main	groups	tied	to	the	party	as	antagonists	One	is	a	conspiracy	between	members	of	the	government	&	nobles	and	the	other	is	a	group	of	criminals	are	both	tied	to	this	central	mystery,	with	both	going	after	the	same	macguffin.Several	of	the	PCs
are	tied	into	this	mystery	through	their	backstory.	Shit'd	be	awful.	46	media	|	172	replies	No	title	Do	you	just	arrange	furnitures	for	your	campaign	or	are	you	an	architect?	And	why	the	fuck	do	morons	insist	on	female	space	marines?	When	I	was	running	5e	for	a	group	of	collegefags	a	couple	of	years	ago,	having	hobgoblins	be	the	dominant	race	made
everyone	much	more	comfortable	with	moral	ambiguity	that	generally	doesn't	go	well	with	humans.	extra	points	for	posting	a	PDF	or	a	download	link	instead	of	just	a	cover.	Yes:	doing	it	inside	the	Negative	Energy	Plane,	and	keeping	the	creations	strictly	contained	there.	If	someone	follows	this	rule,	don't	waste	posts	by	complaining.>Artists	and
Artists-to-Be:•	Feel	free	to	drop	your	blog/websites/commission/etc	information,	but	if	you're	dropping	your	commission	info,	please	consider	filling	a	request	beforehand	instead	of	just	advertising.•	Ignore	the	drama	and	draw	what	you	want,	it's	nobody's	place	to	tell	you	what	you	can	or	can't	deliver.•	Some	helpful	materials	from	/ic/:	Anchoring:•
Artists	or	requesters	should	anchor	unfinished	WIPs	across	threads	by	replying	to	the	anchor	post	below	to	give	the	other	party	an	established	thread	from	which	to	follow	the	request.•	DO	NOT	anchor	requests,	only	WIPs.Artists	open	for	commissions:>	school	rpg	art	resources:>	Thread:	>>84492357	19	media	|	37	replies	/aosg/	-	Age	of	Sigmar
General	What	should	we	do	with	the	drunken	whaler?	It	will	burn	and	hurt	a	lot,	really,	really	badly.	How	do	you	come	up	with	'em?>Thread	Theme:	10	media	|	40	replies	No	title	In	real	life	religions/mythologies,	demons	are	plain	evil	supernatural	creatures	that	harm	and	possess	humans,	and	are	mostly	associated	with	abrahamic	religions.What
rules	do	they	follow	in	your	setting?	Any	other	general	observations	about	unique	facets	of	such	a	setting	would	also	be	appreciated.	Don't	respond	to	bait/drama	posts.And	as	usual,	try	and	keep	it	alive,	or	at	least	undead.	17	media	|	24	replies	/RQG/	Runequest	Glorantha/BRP	General	-	Walktapus	edition	>The	general	that	won't	stop	regenerating.All
BRP	derived	systems	welcome,	and	all	discussion	regarding	new	or	old	Glorantha	related	shite,	and	speculation	and	comparison	regarding	upcoming	products	from	Chaosium,	or	even	those	cool	cats	at	The	Design	Mechanism.If	it's	got	runes	or	rolls	percentile,	we	want	it	here.>Lore	Links	//glorantha.steff.in/digests/Anybody	wanna	speculate	about
the	upcoming	remake	of	the	Dragon	Pass	board	game?Will	Chaosium's	wild	bunch	of	wokesters	fumble	their	Game	Design	roll?Is	a	house	ruled	copy	of	Mythras	a	better	Runequest	game	than	Runequest?What's	the	RIGHT	way	to	divide	weapon	skills?General,	specific,	or	style	based?	I	need	some	inspiration.	0	media	|	0	replies	/edhg/	-
EDH/Commander	General	Previous:	>>84545459>OFFICIAL	Commander	website,	where	you	can	learn	the	rules,	see	the	current	banlist,	and	read	the	format	philosophy,	laid	down	by	the	rules	committee:	Statistically	see	what	everyone	else	puts	in	their	commander	decks	based	on	what	is	posted	to	the	internet.	Find	out	what	lands	you	can	add	to
your	deck,	sorted	by	category,	based	on	a	chosen	color	identity.	Deck	List	Site:	You	can	search	for	decks	that	other	people	have	made.	Adventures,	characters,	what	have	you>Nobles	want	the	greatest	meal	ever	>Turns	out	dragons	can	use	guns	>Help,	my	shadow	has	fallen	off	>Save	the	cheerleader,	save	the	world	>The	snails	are	having	civil	war	1
media	|	7	replies	20-sided...	0	media	|	4	replies	No	title	If	you	were	making	a	system	set	on	Earth,	would	there	be	any	creature	types	besides	humans,	animals,	and	constructs?	Share	inspirational	art,	prompts,	etc.>List	of	games:Call	of	Cthulhu,	Chill,	Cold	and	Dark,	Degenesis,	Delta	Green,	Don't	Rest	Your	Head,	Dread,	Esoterrorists/Fear	Itself+Book
of	Unremitting	Horror,	Fall	of	Delta	Green,	GORE,	Into	The	Shadows,	KULT,	Little	Fears,	Mothership	RPG,	Nemesis	(free	on	Arc	Dream's	website),	Nights	Black	Agents,	Silent	Legions	(Mostly	for	the	tables),	Stalker:	The	SciFi	RPG,	Symbaroum,	Ten	Candles,	Trail	of	Cthulhu,	Unisystem	(All	Flesh	Must	Be	Eaten,	Witchcraft,	Conspiracy	X,	etc.),
Unknown	Armies,	The	Whispering	Vault,	Vaesen>Inspirational	stuff:Caitlin	R	Kiernan,	Castlevania,	Doom	Watch,	Fear	&	Hunger,	George	Romero,	Ghostwatch,	House	of	Leaves,	I	Am	In	Eskew,	John	Carpenter,	Kolchak	the	Nightstalker,	Laird	Barron,	M.R.	James,	Nick	Cutter,	Old	Gods	of	Appalachia,	Quatermass,	Ramsey	Campbell,	Remedy	Series
(Alan	Wake,	Control),	SCP	Foundation,	Scarfolk	Council,	Shaun	Hutson,	Silent	Hill,	Stand	Still	Stay	Silent,	The	Evil	Dead,	The	Magnus	Archives,	The	Secret	World,	The	Stone	Tapes,	Anatomy,	Thomas	Ligotti,	Twin	Peaks,	Vault	of	Evil	forums,	toomuchhorrorfictionOther	News:Degenesis	is	currently	free	on	the	sixmorevodka	website	V4.	Book	Club
Topic:The	Dionaea	House	Part	1	for	the	thread:>What	is	your	favorite	way	to	depict	an	eldritch	deity's	influence?>If	it	manifests	physically,	how	do	you	describe	it?>Do	you	ever	use	eldritch	gods	from	other	horror	media	in	your	games?Questions	for	Horrorverse	refugees:>What	is	your	favorite	elder	god	in	horror	media?>How	would	you	depict	an
eldritch	god	if	you	had	to	design	one?Previous	Thread:	>>84227656Please	try	to	keep	arguing	to	a	minimum.	That	aside,	it	gives	wider	room	for	cultures	diverging	from	our	own	while	suspending	disbelief	and	allows	humans,	if	they're	existant,	to	have	a	distinct	identity.	0	media	|	6	replies	/stg/	-	Star	Trek	General	Mass	produced	edition.Prev	thread
>>84488785A	thread	for	discussing	the	'Star	Trek'	franchise	and	its	various	gaming	adaptations.Game	ResourcesStar	Trek	Adventures-Official	Modiphius	Page	(Rules,	FAQ	and	Player	Resources)>	Collection>	Collection>	Other	RPGs	(Previous	Licensed,	Unlicensed,	and	Third	Party)>	Trek:	Attack	Wing-Official	WizKids	Page	(Rules,	FAQ	and	Player
Resources)>	Trek:	Fleet	Captain-Official	WizKids	Page	(Rules	and	Player	Resources)>	Trek:	Ascendancy-Official	Gale	Force	Nine	Page	(Rules	and	Player	Resources)>	ResourcesMemory	Alpha	-	Canon	wiki>	MainMemory	Beta	-	Noncanon	wiki	for	licensed	Star	Trek	works>	Sites	-	Analysis	of	episodes,	information	on	ships,	technobabble	and	more>
Trek	Maps	-	Based	on	the	Star	Trek	Star	Charts,	updated	and	corrected>	Homebrew	Content>	topic:	you	have	to	run	a	game	that	incorporates	at	least	one	character	from	each	trek	series.	Which	do	you	like?	Malifaux	and	anything	else	that	doesn't	necessarily	have	a	dedicated	thread.>Places	to	get	minis
//www.dakkadakka.com/dakkaforum/posts/list/373197.pageUpdates	to	the	minis	trove	welcome.>The	Novice	Troves	//mega.nz/#F!zSYW0I4a!vXh8-UPi_tWXpJES_-p4zg>Thread	Question:What	are	your	methods	of	taking	a	vanilla	force	and	turning	them	/yourguys/?	Now,	they	have	a	few	bases	and	manufactorums	on	Sotha’s	scoured	surface	as	Cawl
terraforms	it,	which	they	supplement	by	looting	anything	untainted	they	can	from	both	the	enemy	and	often	from	the	ruined	worlds	they’ll	often	find	themselves	fighting	on,	as	well	as	any	xenotech	that	the	Mechanics	might	quietly	take	in	exchange	for	more	gear.	I	expect	at	least	some	of	them	to	use	the	downtime	to	start	businesses.	Revision	15:
Popular	Franchises	as	TTRPGs	The	list	that	keeps	on	giving.	A	nearly	complete	archive	of	GURPS	books	can	be	found	by	those	who	pay	attention	to	file	extensions.	When	they	inevitably	get	angry	and	attack	him	with	deadly	lethal	force,	he	fights	back	also	with	deadly	lethal	force	and	kills	the	people.	Classic.	If	you're	wondering	where	to	start:	The
Basic	Set	covers	everything,	including	a	lot	of	optional	rules	you	probably	won't	use.	0	media	|	3	replies	No	title	How	should	Asian	druids	be	different	from	Western	druids?	Preferably	not	just	animal	X	but	as	a	"folk".	2	media	|	24	replies	No	title	>The	Cleric	is	leading	a	religious	revolution	against	the	nobility	and	clergyWhy	are	the	preaching	powers
of	Clerics	so	often	underutilized?	Can	put	on	protective	clothing	and	take	naked	people	for	a	torture	ride,	causing	frostbite.	Few	Chronicles	fans	bother	picking	it	up,	but	they	definitely	should.No,	you	are	not	playing	an	Egyptian	mummy.	Maybe	in	a	setting	with	too	many	weapon	types,	like	a	sci-fi	setting	where	there	can	be	lasers,	plasma,	knives,
blunt	objects,	piercing,	explosives,	radiation,	etc?	80	media	|	337	replies	MÖRK	BORG	BREAD	Previous	thread	poster	here.	3	media	|	25	replies	No	title	HmmmmmmmHmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmIntersting	1	media	|	15	replies	No	title	I	am	trying	to	slowly	introduce	my	players	to	a	grand	connecting	undercurrent	to	the	world	they	exist	in.	More
unique	and	primarily	story	focused	ideas	are	welcome.Any	power/magic:	Your	clothes	are	affected.	What	are	your	feelings	on	games	that	don't	play	as	well	as	they	look?>Elegant	and	clunky	design:	what	would	you	consider	elegant	game	design	and	what	would	you	consider	clunky?	Even	with	their	brutality	and	zealotry	they	have	elements	that	are
tied	to	the	fact	they're	women.	What's	the	best	way	to	do	it,	Tabletop	Sim,	or	Roll20	have	a	decent	implementation?	Blasting	an	enemy	with	entropy	is	no	more	evil	than	shooting	off	elemental	flame:	a	painful	and	horrifying	weapon,	but	not	necessarily	evil.It	is	also	a	myth	that	the	animation	of	undead	drags	down	souls	from	the	Outer	Planes,	from	the
afterlife.	It	is	vastly,	vastly	better	and	cooler	than	I	expected.	Or	at	the	very	least,	show	ya	some	good	stuffProvide	detailed	descriptions,	don't	just	request	but	also	recommend,	and	don't	be	a	cunt.	Don't	critique	others'	requests.	For	mechanics	of	the	old	edition,	play	this	tutorial:	��ll	get	you	familiar	with	most	of	the	mechanics.>Gosh	that	was	fun.
18	monsters!">"Wait,	that's	too	many!">The	real	enemy	is	this	relentless	American	DM!!What	do	you	think	of	how	Japan	views	western	GMing?	0	media	|	10	replies	/wbg/	-	Worldbuilding	General	Fantastical	cities	editionWelcome	to	/wbg/,	the	official	thread	for	the	discussion	of	in-progress	settings	for	traditional	games.Here	is	where	you	go	to
present	and	develop	the	details	of	your	worlds	such	as	lore,	factions,	magic	and	ecosystems.	I	plan	to	punctuate	this	downtime	with	1-2	events	that	will	gather	the	party	together	again,	but	besides	that	leave	them	to	their	own	devices.	Try	these.	://ccfolia.com	>Wanna	read	some	replays?	s	been	a	while	since	we	had	a	proper	thread.Since	the
translation	of	SW	2.0	Alchemist	Works	was	pushed	out	the	last	couple	of	days,	I	thought	this	was	as	good	as	time	as	any.	Now,	there	shouldn't	be	female	space	marines.	83	media	|	326	replies	System	Finder	General	The	System	Bazaar	opens	its	doors	once	again.	Stuff	recently	added	for:	>Dragon	Half>Spirited	Away>Konosuba>Tron>Captain
Planet>Ruby	and	the	Well>Big	Bad	Beetleborgs	&	VR	Troopers>Bad	Guys	(Dreamworks)>Addams	Family>Powerpuff	Girls>Princess	Bride>Sailor	Moon>Neptunia>Yotsuba&!>Harry	Potter>Sonic	The	Hedgehog>Digimon>Infinity	Train>A-Team>DisneylandAnd	More!	Happy	May	Day.	Thus	far	I	have:>Alternate	names	(and	who	uses	the	alternate
name)>Neighboring	countries>Languages	spoken>Religions/philosophies/schools	of	though>Climate/Biome(s)>Major	exports>Major	historical	events>Racial	demographics>Notable	locations>Notable	individuals	or	groups>Seal/flag/coat	of	armsAre	any	of	these	extraneous?	The	>>>/tg/hwg	thread	doesn't	entertain	fantasy	(for	good	reason)	and
the	other	threads	are	locked	to	very	specific	games.This	thread	isn't	tied	to	a	game,	a	publisher,	or	a	genre,	let's	just	talk	about	fun	wargames.	2	media	|	39	replies	No	title	In	my	game	there	is	an	assassin	who	assassinates	people	by	quietly	provoking	them	with	his	words.	(or	just	the	ones	you	like)	how	do	you	go	about	doing	this?	"Death	to
Loskalm!Death	to	the	living!Through	Death;	we	live!"	-Anonymous	Fronelan	Savage	0	media	|	2	replies	No	title	"Alright	then	Warlock!	So	as	your	prospective	demon	patron	I	am	legally	obligated	to	warn	you	that	in	exchange	for	powers	when	you	die	and	fail	to	resurrect	yourself,	you	will	go	to	hell.	2	media	|	15	replies	No	title	Welcome	to	/bgg/
"Stonemaier"	editionPrevious	thread	/bgg/:	>>84500415The	pastebin:	topics:>Beyond	shilling	and	hating:	the	place	of	high-visibility	high-production	value	games	in	the	board	games	space.	Now,	of	course	he's	objectively	wrong,	since	the	best	weapon	type	is	purely	situational	and	only	an	idiot	would	argue	against	that	fact,	but	it	got	me	thinking...Is
there	any	reason	why	a	game	WOULDN'T	have	specific	weapon	type	damages?I	mean,	outside	of	speed	of	play	where	time	is	the	deciding	factor,	when	would	you	ever	NOT	give	weapons	a	weapon	type	category	in	a	game?	28	media	|	123	replies	/mtg/	-	Magic:	The	Gathering	General	Birbman	Edition>Bans	Spoilers	//mythicspoiler.com/>Upcoming
crossover:	Warhammer	40k	What	is	EDH?	RESOURCES>Current	meta,	complete	with	deck	list	//www.mtggoldfish.com/metagame/	Build	and	share	casual	decks	//tappedout.net/CUBE	RESOURCES>Build	and	share	cubes	//cubecobra.com/landingCARD	RESOURCES>Search	engines	//scryfall.com/	Proxy	a	deck	or	a	cube	for	cheap
//pastebin.com/9Xj1xLdM>Play	online	for	freeuntap.in	Previous>>84527493>TQNow	that	the	dust	has	settled,	was	Art	Deco	a	good	idea?	Or	just	cool	reimaginings	of	classic	creatures.	I've	only	had	trouble	doing	it	with	one,	with	family	of	the	PCs	or	acquaintances	being	someone	drawn	into	the	central	mystery.	62	media	|	250	replies	Downtime	I	am
running	a	game	with	a	lot	of	downtime.	Fully	enclosed	helmets	are	one	of	those	pain	points	in	my	autism	that	never	fails	to	bother	me	among	other	things	like	circulating	air	or	dealing	with	wearing	fully	enclosed	armor	for	long	stints	of	time	and	having	a	way	to	pop	a	squat	when	the	need	arises.	what?>T	Bard	claims	that	what	my	character	was	doing
was	racist>dafuk?>"Tieflings	know	common,	why	are	you	speaking	infernal	to	them?!">explain	brainstorm	and	ask	her	what	the	problem	is>tells	me	that	it's	embarrassing	when	foreigners	*try*	to	talk	to	the	native	people	in	the	language	of	the	country	or	area	they	are	visiting	and	fail	at	it>tell	her	that	I'm	not	a	dumb	tourist	and	that	I	can	speak
infernal	just	fine>literally	proficient	in	the	fucking	language	>the	lines	between	rp	and	real	life	are	blurring	for	me>Rogue	also	doesn't	know	what	the	problem	is	and	is	confused>DM	tells	me	to	"just	take	the	'L'"	and	drop	it>ignore	him	and	tell	her	that	I	intend	to	speak	infernal	to	every	tiefling	in	town.>mfw	being	multilingual	is	racistPeople	should
just	stick	to	their	own	languages	I	guess.	24	media	|	199	replies	Weapon	Type	Damage	Differences	Alright,	so,	I	got	into	an	argument	with	someone	who	said	that	giving	weapons	"weapon	type	damage"	(you	know,	Piercing,	Bludgeoning,	Slashing)	would	"ratio"	weapons	so	that	players	would	only	ever	go	for	the	best	weapon	type	and	maximize	the
potency	of	their	arsenal,	and	excluding	those	weapon	damage	types	is	best.	When	you	finally	master	the	challenge	of	learning	a	difficult	game,	it's	just	so	fucking	satifying.
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